AWARDS

Ruby Red Apple Award Plaque

Perpetual Plaque

This plaque is solid wood finished with an
easy maintenance walnut surface. The large
header and 18 individual plates are furnished
with brass screws. Each rectangular area for
plate mounting is precisely etched and
stained. Need-less to say, a quality show
piece for the present and future. Plaque
measures 12"W x 151/2"H.
AU46227............................................$49.95

A solid walnut plaque provides a lovely
mounting for this exclusive dimensional ruby
red lucite apple with goldtone leaf and stem.
An engravable brass plate (35/8"L x 23/8"H) is
included. This award will challenge the
excitement of any recipient. Measures 9"H x
7"W. Boxed.
AU46444.......................................... $39.95
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Brass Apple Pedestal
Recognition Award

Solid brass apple is mounted to the walnut finished wood base (5-1/2" x 5-1/2" x 3-1/2"). A
plate is included for engraving. Approx. 9"H.
AU47322.............................................. $48.95

Pedestals

Walnut finished wood base creates a rich setting for the wooden apple and brass apple.
Affixed with an exclusive bracket, the brass
apple can be removed for polishing or use as
a bell. Wooden apple is mounted to the base.
Bases measure 31/2" x 31/2" x 11/2". An engravable plate (23/4" x1") is included.
AU46446 Wooden Apple, 63/8"H .......$24.95
AU46448 Brass Apple, 6"H ...............$26.95

Molded Glass Apple Pedestal

The pedestal, measuring 41⁄2" x41⁄2" x 3", serves
as a base for the glass apple with green leaf
and stem. The apple rests on a velvet-like disc.
Engravable brass plate measures 35⁄8" x 23⁄8".
Approx. 6"H.
AU46231 ........................................$39.95

Pedestal Recognition Awards

The pedestal and trophy are a representation of an
individual’s pinnacle of achievement. These beautiful awards are a constant reminder of a person’s
success and recognition. Pedestals are walnut finished wood. Each includes a metal plate for
engraving as shown. The selection of trophies
include brass school bells with wooden handles.
Bells are removable from pedestals for use. Large
school bell pedestal base is 61/2" x 61/2" x 41/2".
Small pedestal is 41/2" x 41/2" x 3". Large pedestal is
51/2" x 51/2" x 31/2".
AU46202 School Bell Pedestal, 15"H ........$65.95
AU46203 School Bell Pedestal, 10"H ........$46.95

Tack Apple Pedestal

Walnut finished wood base measuring
4"x4"x2-1/8". Apple is mounted to the
base. A plate (2-1/4" x 1") is included for
engraving. Approx. 6"H.
AU47326........................................ $28.95
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